
Benefit from our special upgrade pricing, from any existing ATOS sensor.

Get in contact for a free demo and an individual quote.

ATOS 5 
Industrial 3D Metrology with High-Speed Technology

ATOS 5, ATOS 5 for Airfoil and ATOS 5X are high-resolution optical  
digitizers, providing precise three-dimensional measuring data for  
optimizing design and manufacturing processes. 

ATOS 5 and ATOS 5X systems bring a new level of performance,  
particularly when measuring glossy surfaces, fine structures and edges. 
The ATOS technology significantly reduces the number of individual  
scans and accelerates overall measuring time.

SPECIAL UPGRADE PROGRAM 



Why upgrade to ATOS 5 

Save up to 50% in time for inspection
More light and faster cameras allow for short exposure 
times on all surfaces. With 0.2 seconds per scan and  
100 frames per second, ATOS 5 constitutes a high-speed 
3D scanning system providing highest precision.

More detail sharpness
With its powerful light source, ATOS 5 delivers high- 
precision data for a diverse range of manual and auto-
mated applications: from tools and molds to plastic and 
metal parts. The GOM data quality is particularly evident 
in the detail sharpness of the 3D models, for example, 
in the precise display of smallest details, rib structures, 
narrow radii or hemmed edges.

Rugged, now encapsulated
The right combination of hardware and software allows 
for safe integration of 3D metrology into production. 
The industrial housing is protected against dust and 
splash water. The whole system ensures fast and inter-
ference-free data transfer.

Higher Precision Through Innovation
Developed for industrial use, ATOS 5 delivers high- 
precision data in a short measuring time even under 
harsh conditions. The full-field 3D measuring data 
allows comprehensive process and quality control,  
visualizing hidden errors and thus speeding up  
production processes.



Contact us now  
for a free demo.

Get in touch with your local distributor: 
gom.com/company/contact

Technical Data 

The ATOS 5 and ATOS 5X systems capture up to 2× 12 million coordinate points during scanning. This means that the 
precision, resolution, and measuring area size can be freely defined. This also permits very high resolution in small,  
detailed components as well as very rapid digitizing of large components.

ATOS 5 (12M) ATOS 5 (8M) ATOS 5X ATOS 5 for Airfoil

Light source LED LED LD LED

Laser class — — 2 / 3B * —

Measuring area [mm²]    170 × 140 – 1000 × 800 170 × 140 – 1000 × 800 320 × 250 – 1000 × 800 100 × 70 – 400 × 300

Working distance [mm] 880 880 880 530

Measuring points per scan 12 million 8 million 12 million 12 million

Dimensions [mm] approx. 550 × 320 × 200 approx. 550 × 320 × 200 approx. 550 × 320 × 200 approx. 550 × 320 × 200

Temperature range + 5 °C to + 35 °C, non-condensing

* according to standard IEC 60825-1: In 2014, classified as a Class 2 laser in automated use and as a Class 3B laser in manual use (safety distance without safety goggles > 700 mm).


